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FOCUS ON THE REFEREE 
 
Here is a note I got from Richard Gray, a reader of these daily thoughts.  Richard 
as many of you know is an outstanding official  and a long time member of 
CSFOA.  In addition, Richard's son is the starting QB at Liberty High School.  
The note concerns some great officiating that Richard observed in his son's 
game last Friday evening.  Richard brought this situation up in our CSFOA 
meeting Monday evening but I was afraid it might have been overshadowed by 
some of the other topics.  There is a good lesson here. 

"W e often hear about the screw ups that we (officials) make.  I wanted to let you know that 
(DAVE)  Tyree did an outstanding job of communicating with Liberty’s coach during the game 

on Friday to make sure that Jaron understood his choices. 
  
Here is the play.  Cheyenne Mountain had the ball,  3

rd
 and maybe eight from around the Liberty 

30.  CM was called for OPI on a pass that was intercepted by Liberty at the Liberty two -yard 
line.  As just about any coach would do he was very excited and was letting Dave know that he 

was declining the penalty.  Dave took his time to explain to Jaron at least 3-4 times that he needs 

to think about his decision.  It could be 1
st
 and 10 for Liberty at their own two yard line or 4

th
 and 

23 for CM at Liberty’s 45.  With the help of Dave, Jaron made the decision to accept the penalty.  

CM decided to punt on 4
th
 down, the snap was bad, CM recovered the ball on or around their own 

30 where the punter was downed.  
  
Liberty wasn’t able to do anything with the gift that CM provided but by Dave taking his time, 

having patience, and explaining the rules to Jaron there was a 70 yard change in field position 

which was huge in this game.  " 
 
Dave Tyree is a long time member of CSFOA as well, current Director and a very 
experienced Referee.  This play illustrates how important it is that the Referee 
thoroughly understands the penalty enforcement process and presents logical options 
even when coaches think they know what they want to do.  In the game in question 
Liberty couldn't move the ball at all on the ground and if they had ended up with the ball 
on the two-yard line the entire outcome of the game may have been different.  This is 
officiating. 
 

 

 


